
 AS I LAY AWAKE  

As I lay awake, but yet in a strange dream,  

Wondering if I was English, Scottish, or British;  

Staring at the roof of this colonial-type cabaña  

In San Gil, as someone who certainly did not know who he was;  

I remembered my dream, of only a short time before,  

With a girl, delicious, who was partly my wife  

But had something about her that was absolutely new,  

And I tried to make love to her,  

But everything turned complicated. 2  

 

OCTOBER POETRY 2014  

Ah, forget about all faults, yours, and others´;  

Noone really recognizes anything  

Outside their temporary perceptions  

Which are always false, including your own  

In the long run: and anyway, to live permanently in the present moment  

Is not at all possible, and certainly would not be  

A responsible form of existence  

Even if it were feasible.  

Something drifting, or staying still,  

Which is almost the same thing as simply floating  

Means always being moved by changing currents  

Without them being noticed, nor cared about  

Before it brings you and your fellows to absolute Death;  

Then you notice, but can do nothing anymore.  



But anyway the whole thing is in a strange corner of the Universe,  

Not to exist for “long”; though what is “long”?  

A tiny blip in the blink of an eon  

In a fragment of Eternity like a blitz of Light  

In the everlasting Darkness:  

Or: what is it? Who has answers please,  

Beyond religious platitudes, or atheistic ignorances. 3  

 

AND AS LOVE  

And as Love flows  

Like sunlight rippling upon the sea  

Music emerges from pores of the earth  

As the clouds part to allow the sun  

To blast full force upon the world  

With music of Heaven spreading like gold 4  

 

PRESIDENT ASSAD  

President Assad, with his charming lisp,  

Softly murders and maims so sweetly,  

As he is so tall, unlike Stalin or Hitler;  

No obvious complex of psychopathic resentment  

With him.  

 

 

 

OSCAR PISTORIUS 5  



 

A feeble little man, who shoots  

His beautiful blonde girlfriend dead  

In his bathroom, then pretends he thought she was a thief  

Hiding. Very quickly his cowardly mind  

Jumped to that excuse.  

Then he expects, after a trial that seems to go on  

Endlessly, to walk free,  

As it was all “an accident”.  

Oh, and when you leave Oscar,  

Don´t forget to take your gun!  

Such a trigger-happy chap as you  

Will feel very insecure without it.  

 

I DOUBT  

 

I doubt if ever two sons before  

Have misunderstood their loving father  

More cruelly and wrongly, harshly and stupidly  

Than mine: no saint nor hero  

I pretend to be, but your emotional brutality  

Goes beyond the Hell of Stars.  

 

 

 

SCHUBERT 7  



Schubert, in his brief blink  

Of a life, seems to have seen  

Most of what there is here in one way or another;  

A short and intense gaze, nearly all in one city:  

Vienna.  

 

THERE ARE AMONG YOU  

There are among you, some who do not  

Comprehend Hybris, the attack on someone´s honour,  

Repeatedly, by pigs who try to attack my throat,  

To kill me. You cannot therefore understand my feelings  

Or reactions, as you are effectively blind and insensible  

To sympathy, love, or empathy.  

 

TO THEM ALL!  

You have all broken the bonds of blood,  

Like taking a calf from a cow that bellows  

In pain: your twisted, hypocritical lies  

And manipulations have destroyed a sacred thing  

That hangs forever in the Imagination´s dream  

Of eternity: like Death.  

And of course, we have to accept  

That the day your wife walks out on you  

With the children, your heart is irreparably broken,  

Forever, and that is the Law  

In Modern Society.  



 

TONIGHT  

Tonight, I hold a desire  

To rise to the stars, and embrace the moon:  

All is metaphysical, the air dances,  

The particles of elements are as a chorus,  

The atoms, molecules, the jiggering waves,  

The quanta of energy in light and illusion,  

Impressions in the sky of pinkly changing clouds,  

Are crazy miracles of cosmic music,  

Your kiss taking over all, in your Time.   

 

AS THE WHITE SNOW  

As the white snow tingles in my veins  

Till I might faint with that delicious pain,  

The ecstasy of being merely alive,  

In mystery, strangeness; and astoundment,  

Turns all around in miraculous life  

Into the heights of astonishment, again.  

 

THE FRAGILITY OF MY SOUL  

The fragility of my soul  

Is reflected in The Magic Flute;  

When will Light come: now, or never?  

Sparkling joy, terror, Love as it should be felt –  

For your wife, and to all humanity,  



And to the Indecipherable Mystery of Existence.   

 

PSALM 90  

From where did she dig up Psalm 90,  

To salve my soul, to sweeten my pain:  

“Lord, You have offered refuge to generation after generation;  

Before the mountains and formations of the earth  

And the world existed, You were God.”  

How sweet she was, how enigmatic,  

How kindly loving, warmly true.  

 

DOG IS A BOG  

Dog is a bog  

Silly as a cog  

The poor cows seem to die  

While crocodiles get to fly  

The stap-loose cockroach only complains  

Of crumpled knees into the knight  

Though leaves weave and break the gods´  

Secrets causing rain in codes  

Thus the spilling chicken jumps,  

The pussy-cat turns fully around  

Before leaping like a flame  

Then all the plants in the forest sing  

As long as dog-head fantasies tell  

Of magic in their flashing spells  



Incandescent into spaces  

The lurid skies of blue air  

Where a Goddess hangs upon a dune  

Cracking the night-time dreams of revenge  

Amid the cock-crowing streaks of light  

Where all the women bare their breasts  

And the sun hops and hopes its miracle  

Will perform his wonders unto the dawn  

 

I AM THE SWANLIGHT  

I am the Swanlight  

Swooning in the Darkness  

Into the Brightness  

Of Hell, or up to the wild skies  

Of ecstatic pain, the change from Hate  

To Love, the curious Being in mercurial Dream.  

 

FIRES AND PROTESTS  

Fires and protests come up again,  

This time for Michael Brown;  

How many times have we seen this hell,  

Over and over again.  

The details are not the essential point,  

As many have said: it is about centuries of  

Slavery and Oppression – that is the thing;  

On and on it goes.  



 

(CONFESSION) I HAVE NEVER HAD A SWEET WOMAN  

I have never had a sweet woman  

For very long; nor very intelligent really;  

Those who were the latter, for some reason  

Never lasted too long - maybe I could not  

Feel passion for a “blue stocking”.  

Poor fool me perhaps; who can say:  

The problem is we can never return  

To relive the past: there is only one “go”,  

And there is little point in returning to it all,  

In anguish and regret.  

 

ANTON BRUCKNER  

Absolute blazing fire:  

Bruckner´s Symphony Number Nine  

First Movement, conducted by Leonard Bernstein  

Desperate fire, Bruckner´s Symphony Number Nine  

Second Movement, conducted by Leonard Bernstein  

Begging beauty, Bruckner´s Symphony Number Nine  

Third Movement, discord unto eternity  

Conducted by Leonard Bernstein.  

Agony and bliss all at once  

Cascading to absolute finality and truth  

Up to a crisis beyond comprehension by mind  

Arising as a modern god unto sublimity  



And sinking humbly into everlasting dreams  

 

THUS SPAKE ZARATHUSTRA  

Grumbling rumbling surge of sound  

From the depths of Ocean sea-bed,  

From the Ground of Being,  

Protogonos born from a huge cosmic egg  

Shining as a winged hermaphrodite  

With four eyes and horns  

And the heads of ram, bull, lion and serpent.  

Zeus then created the Universe after swallowing Protogonos.  

 

EMPEDOCLES  

I slept for thirty thousand years  

Or rather changed bodily identity  

Over and over again, my daimon  

Entering new flesh again and again.  

My guilt necessitated I be encased  

In contaminated mortal form  

Again and again, until I could be released  

And fly free at last, as pure soul.   
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BROKEN BY DAWNLIGHT  



That moment of falling in love  

Is broken by Dawn; then you realize,  

But cannot accept, that it was all illusion.  

But you chase it forever. Why were we  

Given this capacity for such extraordinary feelings,  

That blind us in their bliss?  

It is not lust, nor sexual delight –  

These are much easier to obtain;  

Tristan und Isolde is not about them at all,  

It is about impossible beauty that creates a dream  

Intoxicating us like the most terrible drug.  

 

HERE WE ARE  

Here we are, still able to sup  

Every last drop of joy and ecstasy  

From Mozart´s music, the fruitjuice of divinity,  

Drenched in gorgeousness, as well as pain and  

Suffering: Ah, Mozart!   

 

NOTHING IS FROM NOTHING  

Nothing is from Nothing; the Life does stir  

Bursting ugliness then ecstasy – stay your sword!  

Chrysanthemums collapse then restore their faith,  

Hope springs eternal, panthers dance  

As nymph-dogs and brutes burn like mercury:  

The temperature high, what is the suffocating level?  



Stamping gives planets new purpose to fly  

In their elliptical floating in gravity, revelling.   

 

SOPHISTRY  

There are those who have thought  

Over many centuries, that there can be no possibility  

Of certain knowledge, on the grounds both  

Of the inadequacy and fallibility of our faculties,  

And of the absence of a stable reality to be known.  

They have been named, at least in Europe,  

As Sophists or Postmodernists, but it is fairly obvious  

That this position is true, and there is  

No need for a label to denote such thought:  

Such people may not anyway share any other beliefs.  

Consider Pascal for example, Nietzsche, or Tu Fu,  

Or the Buddha, or the Zen Masters, and so many others;  

How good it is, to read Plato´s thoughts  

On the Sophists; exciting it really is.  

His idea is rather like that of Lukács;  

That “Empiricism” merely repeats the surface of life  

In a society, does not penetrate its “Essence”  

To comprehend its inner dynamics and “dialectic”.  

In this it merely repeats “common sense”  

And is thus ideological.  

Plato´s critique of Sophism had been similar:  

For him it had merely repeated common sense  



Morality, and not dug down deeper to analyse its truth.  

 

MANIC IN A PANIC  

I  

Manic in a panic  

A psychopath or poet  

(They differ in that one has  

morals and conscience, no  

matter how flagrantly (s)he  

contradicts that fact at times)…..  

II  

There was something still suppressed,  

Yearnings unrequited, depths unsatisfied,  

Which caused me great pain.  

And not at all purely sexual.  

Eruptions, explosions of emotional desire followed  

For which I felt enormous guilt and sadness.  

III  

The nastiness moves  

From nineteenth century struggles  

For minimal wages and conditions  

To psychopathic maniac Islamic Fundamentalism  

In the dusk and dust of Western Imperialism  

Just before Asia takes over the show.  

 

NIGHT 



In the great darkness of the night,  

The true breeze, and the perfumes of herbs,  

And the butterflies whose paths cross in the mystery  

Of pure solemnity in an infinite firmament  

With night, where lights of quiet stars  

Spin in lights of flittering insects  

Without a single violent scream  

Except from a frog, or toad, or an owl.  

 

SACRIFICE  

The Olympians are approached with garlands and festive  

Clothing by day; the heroes and dead in mourning  

And lamentation, with hair untied,  

By night. The gods have white victims,  

The heroes black; the gods live in the sky,  

The heroes underground as chthonic deities.  

The gods´ altar is built up with stones;  

The heroes have a flat hearth, a pit;  

The gods´ temple is raised on steps,  

The heroes´ shrine is often more like a house.  

For the gods the victim´s head is pulled back  

So that the throat points to the sky  

And the blood splashes on the standing altar;  

For the heroes the blood  

Is poured into a channel in the ground.  

The downward movement of sacrifice is enacted literally  



In those rites where victims are cast into water.  

Live bulls were sunk at Syracuse, and slaughtered piglets  

Put into pits during the Thesmophoria at Athens,  

To commemorate Persephone´s descent into Hades.  

The Argives summon Dionysus from the water  

With trumpets, and throw lambs into the abyssos for the “Gatekeeper”;  

They hide their trumpets in the thyrsi.   

 

THE HOLY TRINITY  

I am as nothing  

An empty vesicle  

A bird flying free  

A boot into thee  

The Holy Trinity –  

God, Jesus; the Holy Spirit,  

Different but the same  

How extraordinary, ridiculous!  

 

DIVINE LOVE  

Divine Love  

Without clear explanation  

The spirit of divinity  

Does not always feel near  

Please Love, let me feel you more frequently;  

I am bereft, bereaved, despairing of all   

 



SUNLIGHT AND NIGHTMARE  

The girl who comes to help us here,  

Is like a ray of sunlight in the house  

Upon her visits: lovely smiles, warm and kind,  

She seems contented, the world is fine.  

If I think dark, thick thoughts,  

They must not last too long;  

Who cares about them, the Angel Gabriel?  

The utter Darkness of Eternity looms.  

Hovering like a beautiful butterfly  

Schubert´s young Fifth Symphony  

Came along before his deepest tragedy,  

In sunshine of a happy mind.  

Ah, but are there not premonitions already?  

Odd jabs and chords amid the sweet reverie?  

Is it an eternal conflict between light and darkness,  

Between the heart of love and the thinking mind?  

Two hearts beat in this breast, said Faust,  

In me there are many more, but that beats it down  

To a minimum. What existence, what hope  

With such absurdity – who is an expert on these matters?  

Theologian, philosopher, poet, shaman,  

Boethius, Socrates, Shelley, Chorro,  

Are there answers to such dilemmas,  

Dare we live in such confusion?  

How I plead like Mozart´s oboe,  



Flash into flying chaos among stars,  

Nothing is clear for any length of time,  

And Time runs out, see the Firmament!  

Bathed in music, like the sun  

And loveliness all around, and within,  

It blanches out dark thoughts as Light  

Blankets out false Civilization.  

Rays of love crystallize the sky,  

Light penetrates into every pore,  

Illumination hallucinates reality into dream,  

Mountains and streams are like a beautiful lady´s face, and gorgeous hair.  

But I feel such sadness  

At memories and failures, Losses of every kind;-  

Desperate blows from life;  

Fault, sin, what matters it  

The explanation of dire distress:  

Who is perfect, you or me,  

Death comes to us all!  

Music like light drowns civilization  

As the dawn´s sunlight drowns out night´s gaslight,  

Music the Queen of the Muses does that  

And more, flaring into crystals of mind,  

Colours of special Ayahuascan thought,  

Hallucinogenic dreams of life,  

Nature, the Universe, the Cosmos,  

The trees and animals of the jungle´s truth.  



The suddenness of love and revelation,  

The beauty of Woman and the flowers everywhere,  

The sounds of happiness and the stars descending  

By night and day, to kiss our faces.  

If I float away in a dream of fire,  

If Love envelopes me in sacred warmth,  

All history can be understood anew,  

Calmness can iron out harsh resentment.  

The crystal light from Apollo´s eyes  

Through which the Universe  

Sees itself, and knows itself Divine,-  

Can be felt as neighbourly friendship, and special  

Love for one woman, above all else,  

The fruits on sale by the busy streets  

In Bucaramanga, the taste of a kiss,  

The smiles that warm you along the way.  

The nerves twingle, wherefor we  

Drip into wars and foolishness?  

Peace as we walk along the streets,  

Justice against the urge to violence.  

 

DEATH AND TRANSFIGURATION  

I fear death, because I am alive  

Still; if I were not, I could not so fear.  

Should I realize it is a wonderful opportunity  

To sleep, as Hamlet thought,  



Though perchance to dream; though the dreams could (not?) be worse  

Than those that come when you are alive.  

The conjecture is ridiculous, as you will not dream,  

You will not be some kind of zombie or chthonic  

Weird being: you will not exist,  

Any more than your body does after it is burnt or has rotted.  

If there is Soul, Divine, Eternal,  

It certainly is not composed of dots  

From individual people, bumbling on  

Forever! No one knows,  

But life seems just to trip on, through time;  

Life, love, in the steps of banality  

Through this meaningless Universe, though so glorious and miraculous;  

The stars, the flowers, dripping in ecstasy  

On the retina; here, perhaps, is what some people call God,  

Here is Revelation of Mystical Truth.  

 

HENDRIX   

Those acid eyes  

Notes of fire  

Oblivion noticed  

Chaos forgotten  

Dreaming by day  

Flying at night  

Flying coloured notes –  

Purple red green White Light –  



Darkness violet indigo brown yellow –  

Ultimate intense Blues –  

Wildness more sacred than Fire   

 

IN LIFE  

I feel such regret,  

Such dreadful pain  

For everything, indefinably,  

Perhaps like a sixteenth-century nun  

Who feels only penitence, retreat, self-abnegation.  

What should I do?  

I cannot reverse time; no one knows beforehand  

What will result from his actions;  

One can only try to avoid Evil,  

But it is all so difficult to anticipate.  

 

CITIZEN CAT  

My lovely cat is very sweet  

But recently, she has been jealous  

Because we took a little dog  

That made her feel annoyed.  

Poor little Minet, I feel sad  

With her bitter rejected look.  

We try to be so very kind  

But after a few strokes, she leaves.   

 



SPANK  

What does indeed come down,  

With the stars all over the round earth  

When thunder shines, the mind opens,  

To sacred pictures and strange visions?  

 

SITTING ON A PATAGONIAN SHORE   

Sitting on a Patagonian shore,  

John Keats might have thought of Fanny Brawne,  

Betrayed, as the waves crashed into his rock,  

The night sprinkling sparkles of spume  

Around his feet; sitting on the edge  

Of a wide world, till love and fame  

To nothingness did sink,  

Long before his teeming brain had overspilled its glorious foam.   

 

EVERY NIGHT HAS TO DIE  

Every night has to die,  

Sunset goes to hell,  

Moonlight then takes over,  

And after love, parting comes,  

As if the blink of light  

Is dismissed by the Universe  

That enters into Eternity;  

Then is quietness, disappearance: Nothing.   

 



SPOON  

Burning in its stomach,  

Face so furiously far,  

Neck and body like a brontosauras  

Why do you see afar?  

You twitch like any dead witch,  

You really are a balloon,  

Why do I always wonder about you,  

Are you a kind or nasty spoon?  

 

THAT BUTTERFLY WITH SUCH GORGEOUS WINGS  

That butterfly with such gorgeous wings,  

Dripping in beauty and pure design  

Would have had to be created by God;  

Though the truth is much more complex,  

The natural processes at work in that creation  

Meet their mirror in the human mind and retina,  

And the physical and physiological laws of sight  

That draw everything together in harmonious Oneness.  

 

MAHLER  

I breathe Mahler now, that greatest composer;  

The ship rocks upon the rocks, as I remember from years ago.  

This is the bleeding heart and mind  

Always known to me in my strongest dreams.  

BUCARAMANGA  



It is so beautiful here,  

The women blossom like flowers,  

Or fruits from unprohibited trees;  

You only have to look around  

And talk a little if talked to first,  

And that will pull you out of any suicidal gloom.  

 

I WAS SO MUCH IN LOVE WITH HER  

I was so much in love with her,  

But after six years of her betrayal,  

The love dried up, and I  

Learned again to explore new love,  

But she destroyed everything with her spite,  

She was and is, something hellish.  

 

I DON´T KNOW WHAT TO DO  

I don´t know what to do,  

There is no solution to anything,  

It is all about how long you have  

Before you come to death.  

 

YURUPARY: DRIFTING BACK  

Drifting back through myth and love  

Mysteriously in a lake or cloud  

Dream-soaked, flowing backwards in time,  

Deep in the unconscious, outside of all logic;  



Dreaming and drifting like a ship  

Of Light into a dark forest  

Where pin-pricks of happiness transcend the darkness,  

Night-time swimming in sounds and perfumes.   

 

THOSE OCEANS OF LOVE  

Those oceans of Love in the Universe,  

Forgive all sins and mistakes;  

I look into your face and you kiss me:  

For the world is pink at sunset.    

 

THOU MAJESTIC BUTTERFLY  

Thou majestic butterfly, with such feminine prowess,  

Wings open and advancing; yet so tiny.  

Your little wings are white and veined,  

Their edges are brown-black,  

You are paying me a visit, sitting on my dictionary,  

And then you will go: not too soon, please.  

Now you have gone like a tiny gust of night-time wind.   

 

A POEM FROM HELL AND LOVE  

Thou now knowest the depths of fate,  

You know now well that you will die  

Perhaps tomorrow, or in days or weeks,  

Or months or years, what difference does it make?  

There is no salvation, only life  



Or death, you have to find  

The best way through the former; the latter means nothing,  

As non-existence has nothing to say,  

Nor can have anything said about it, ever.  

The drunkard has a valid answer:  

Just blank out these thoughts, problems, self-  

Doubts, regrets about past or future,  

Simply live Now! Don´t think about  

Responsibilities for the past of which you cannot  

Change a jot or tittle; nor  

Can you control the future, if you try  

You will be accused of megalomania;  

So just calm down: enjoy only  

Those who like you, now, or someone  

Who may actually love you,  

Strangely, as you look at the Moon,  

Or those Stars revolving in brilliant lights;  

Without philosophy, good God, forget  

All that! Stare blankly,  

Up to non-Heaven as the deep blue dark inane  

Intervenes in glory and bright darkness  

At early night, and don´t wake up  

Completely again; there is nothing here.    

 

 

POME  



Big Dog blooms apace;  

Stacey knows she´s lost the race.  

Stankling prankling humours no one,  

Tears creak some gobs.  

A beak on your bottom  

Is worth a pile of dew;  

Why did you poke a million files  

Into the snowy blue?  

 

DAWN  

Try to forget everything:  

This is a new dawn,  

The pinkish clouds over the mountain fields –  

Ye crags! New dawn!  

Start again! The beauty of all  

That you know is open to your soul,  

There is always love, to some neighbor,  

Grasp it! Shake off the depressive weights  

Of death in life, unreal mascarades  

 

GALLIPOLI 1915  

Yes, they were heroic the soldiers at Gallipoli  

On both sides; but they didn´t "give their lives",  

They were killed in a war that was waged for no reason,  

And they died for Nothing.  

They obeyed the politicians and commanders on both sides,  



Their obligations and sense of duty is absolutely overpowering:  

But the war was stupid, pointless, there is no great virtue  

To be learnt from it, such as the formation of nations!  

That we do not need, nor the boasting of  

National prides from death astronomical on all sides.  

We all live as small beings on a tiny planet,  

Spinning around in this immense, perhaps infinite, cosmos.  

 

MATANZU´S HOME    

Thus is the hard drop from high above  

Into the basin of Matanzu´s remote home  

Founded by priests three centuries ago  

To evangelize among the indigenous slaves,  

Pronged within a circling climb of vast mountains  

That lead you to believe all is utterly secluded  

Even now: imagine before radio or television  

How it must have been: cattle,  

Yucca, chickens, wheat;  

At dusk, dark, clouds surrounding  

The mountain-tops, slightly cold,  

Colour floating out of the majestic sight  

In all directions: ah the wildness  

Sheer and pure around a strange sky.  

 

 

DAWN   



Try to forget everything:  

This is a new dawn,  

The pinkish clouds over the mountain fields –  

Ye crags! New dawn!  

Start again! The beauty of all  

That you know is open to your soul,  

There is always love, for some neighbour,  

Grasp it! Shake off the depressive weights  

Of death in life, unreal mascarades.  

 

INTUITION AND RATIONALITY  

I have always felt the Divinity of the Universe,  

A divine presence suffused in Nature,  

And every step scientifically and rationally  

Has reinforced this intuition:  

That is, that reductionist materialist atheism  

Does not seem to help understand  

Quantum Physics, Cosmology, the dialectically dynamic interactional  

Nature of Reality as does some kind  

Of theoretical perspective that considers  

A “spirit” and a “matter” in some sense,  

Both in motion, as for David Bohm, Fritjof Capra,  

And even Lenin, who saw in 1915  

That it was impossible to understand  

The motion of “matter” without “mind”,  

And that there must be a leaping between them, a dialectic  



Of thinking. (He realized then that Marx had seen  

This, and that Hegel had been right.)  

 

LIVING NEAR WATER  

Like the Rhine Maidens, or Nikte-ha in Lake Yojoa,  

Or the Indian girls who get enchanted by Sumpall  

And end up in Sunpallhue at the bottom of a lake;  

The myth of water, and girls who wash their hair  

Very beautifully, conquers our imagination,  

And leads us to dreams of primordial bliss.  

And then there are those Amazonian dolphins  

Who come out as young handsome men  

To seduce the women, get them pregnant,  

Then leave them, and return to the river.  

 

SCHUBERT  

Schubert – I can imagine you rising early  

From your lonely bed, peering out onto the streets outside –  

With a few fuitsellers and other beings –  

And beginning to pound with some portion of your Ninth Symphony –  

Waving your arms around until your landlady taps your door  

With a nice cup of coffee, which you politely receive.  

No one knows when this miraculous creation occurred –  

Which year, although more or less we know  

The Vienna where you were. I wish I had known you.  

 



THE MOON  

There is the same old rolling moon  

Spinning its dreams in woven silk,  

The Lady of Night Clouds, seeking lovers  

And tempting passers-by with intense mysteries.  

 

MUSIC  

Music can be part of the divine structure  

Of the Universe, as in the Second Movement  

Of Bruckner´s Fourth Symphony,  

And much else. The plucking of Truth from the Ideal,  

Which meets and interacts with actual life,  

Is the point of Art perhaps; when it is achieved.  

The eloquence and grandiosity of great music  

Is as astonishing as Einstein´s discoveries about the Universe,  

Or even more, as he himself seemed to understand.  

Because it is all part of one great plot,  

That of Plotinus, Lao Tzu, or Mozart;  

Something you either feel or you don´t.  

 

HEAD IN A SPIN  

My head was spinning, in empty pain  

I knew not what to do,  

I wondered if I had become a hog  

Dreaming beneath the moon!  

A scraggy toothbrush hit the the roof  



And a maggot ate a tree,  

No one understood the costs  

Of a philibuster a trois!  

You never know when a staghunt boots  

A cock and a cockatoo,  

They are so often very similar  

When sten-guns drip from the cheek!  

There was a time when dogs in blue  

Could eat a mouse in time,  

Now it seems woodpeckers chip  

And find great chirps to complain!  

No one can ever feel a bleep  

From the outer Universe directly,  

It is only with a bottom posed  

Directly at one´s head that one knows  

A smiling porcupine, a shining starfish,  

A group of pebbles relaxing on the beach!  

They are those who inherit the rocks  

And then preach to all invertebrates!  

 

NIDIA HAD A LITTLE CAT  

Nidia had a little cat  

Whose fur was white as snow,  

And everywhere that Nidia went  

The cat was sure to go.  

This lovely cat was called Minet  



And she slinked around so cool,  

She only jumped and scratched a bit  

At the door when she heard my girl.  

Her face was so pretty, you cannot know,  

Her eyes were like green flames;  

She looked in all directions wherever she went,  

And sometimes she leapt at a moth!  

She was a rather naughty puss  

One cannot deny it at all;  

But when she was good, she was very very good,  

And that made up for all.  

Sometimes she was such a soft little thing  

Purring in a lovely way,  

Even if she did not want to be picked up  

She loved to be stroked anyway.  

She was really quite temperamental, we thought,  

Just like a lady girl,  

She looked at you, then went away,  

As if she cared not at all!  

One of the things about Minet  

Was she loved to be washed and bathed;  

Whenever her mistress did this to her  

She licked her lips and obviously made  

A lovely little kind meow, because she felt so good:  

 

She had some sense of why she was  



Being washed by her human Mummy;  

And felt very happy about it.  

 

I HAD A LOVE  

I had a love, but she betrayed me  

In desertion, and ruined my love for my children;  

And then came in the army of solicitors  

Tormenting and violating me in myriad ways  

Not only to break again my already-broken heart,  

But to gouge out as much money as they could,  

Leaving me aghast in terrible debts,  

With no house more, no hope, no life; only pain.  

 

THE FADING OF LIGHT  

All fades, like light from the evening sky,  

As music that disappears at dawn,  

And water trickles like icicles of truth,  

As all seeps into the Expanding Universe.  

 

LIMITS  

Imperfection, impossibility, oh what a dog in a pook,  

There is no everlasting truth, eternal luck,  

Nor infallibility of the human mind;  

Whilst we should never ever forget  

The butterfly that stamps  

In Nova Zemlya or Japan  



And affects a twig in a small storm  

In the Amazonian jungle; for,  

The slightest displacement of a few molecules  

Can have an enormous, unpredictable effect  

In a large system; and how much more  

A funny nerve or human braincell  

Can have an impact far beyond  

Its origins or expectations.  

Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum!  

 

BEWILDERED SO TO BE A FOOL  

Bewildered so to be a fool,  

Misunderstood by most,  

Having wanted to turn a dream to gold  

But accused of selfishness!  

You live only once, you feel an impetus  

To do something strange and new,  

But lazy, resentful, other people  

Need to push into your soul  

Their negativities, project their fears,  

Their unspoken limitedness,  

And then delight in the misery  

They have created with their spite.  

 

 

MEANDERING ON A PATH BY A RIVER  



When I feel I follow along  

A path by the river of moving existence  

I try to ask of the spirit-world  

What is the purpose or the meaning  

Of this meander, outside of which  

We cannot know anything at all, because  

There is only no-time, blank darkness, if even these;  

And so consciousness could not possibly provide an answer.  

 

AS THE SUPERB ANGELS OF OUR IMAGINATION  

As the superb angels of our imagination  

Glide so beautifully throughout the sublime,  

Among the clouds Taoistically puffing among the peaks  

Of mountains, and floating like weightless heavens  

With geese and other magical birds  

On lacquer screens, some supernatural paint  

Arouses the world of dreams to life,  

Equal to the waking one in which we walk.  

 

LAMENT: I CAN ONLY LOOK  

I can only look upon  

Life, and see in retrospect  

How disasters came,  

How all occurred;  

And learn too late mistakes and things  

Of reality, that were not understood.  



Useless knowledge now,  

It is too late anyway even to make more great mistakes;  

As energy flags, and dreams fade.  

 

AH! THE SUN-BLOOD BURSTS ITS COLOUR  

Ah! The sun-blood bursts its colour  

Over the magical hills of Bucaramanga!  

Here is the revelation of all Being!  

From here comes Life, Beauty, and Truth!  

The sun pursues its relentless path  

Through clouds and sky until we die;  

Here is the moment of sudden perfection,  

Blasting its total light, forever.  

 

I NEED TO BE  

I need to be a little pronged  

To bounce upon the sky,  

There is no way to spear the heart  

To that cosmic turnaround,  

Of which there never comes more clear  

Visions within the Mountain,  

The tunnels and the mid-life forests  

Make darkness and lights mercurially flashing  

At white-blue heat – what do you like  

To spank upon the Moon,  

That Dog at the weird river barks  



With eyes of brown love and mystery  

Upon only to someone looking  

With strange intuitions and breaking lights  

Around the film of invisible coverings  

Among trees in glades and dreaming lilies;  

With croaking frogs at a sweet pool.  

 

WE´LL ALL JUST MELT INTO THE UNIVERSE  

We´ll all just melt into the Universe,  

That can be grasped by poetry better than by theology;  

We cannot know in a scientific sense what it means  

Though it certainly does not mean “going to heaven”  

Or the “immortal soul”.  

 

AH YES, HITCHENS  

Ah yes, Hitchens, you are quite correct  

About the ridiculous dogmas and legends of religions  

Taken literally: but there is more to it,  

Some of it stemming from basic features  

Of the human psyche, other things from  

A practical, intuitive feeling, as I knew,  

In a Moslem country, before “Islamic  

Fundamentalism” had entered with its Nightmare:  

The charming, tolerant, Sudanese; always polite,  

Very friendly to “Hawajis” – foreigners,  

In their long white jelabias, the women smiling  



Through or above their partial veils. I don´t think  

Many of them knew very much about theology,  

Though you are right to pick it apart.  

As for Latin America: yes, Catholicism can be a pain in the neck;  

So double, hypocritical, nonsensical finally,  

Yet so many people find an anchor of something in it,  

As a taxi-driver drives past a church  

And crosses himself: few ordinary women care much about whether  

Women should enter the church hierarchy – they certainly do  

Fight fiercely in every other sphere of life,  

But religion is an irrational sphere of Spirit.  

It is not only about  

Rational beliefs or scientific theories;  

It is about – I do not know!  

It is about the “why”, of the “how”,  

About Mystery and Miracle.  

 

LIFE UNDER THE BRIDGE  

Life under the bridge,  

Water passed by  

I remember that bridge in the Botanic Gardens  

Over the River Kelvin, so small but beautiful  

But sad when I was in tragedy.  

Like the ripples then, all passes,  

No one cares, no one can care:  

I remember an epitaph upon a tombstone  



In that extraordinary necropolis in Glasgow: it said  

“Goodbye to all our friends that we  

Shall never see again.”  

 

STICKING PLASTER  

Oh kick a bastard in the teeth  

Then row his boat to shore!  

Then, get out and look for breaks  

Where you can fill a store!  

I really want to climb a tree  

And eat a cockroach from my hand;  

Then I will, then I will,  

Join the best band in the land.  

 

WHEREVER I LOOK  

Wherever I look, I see the darkness of clouds,  

The dross between the moments of Light.  

There are those spots, however, no matter how induced,  

When something makes sense again; at last.  

 

TOMKIN  

Tomkin, pomkin, why are you a bomkin?  

Why do you always cock your head to one side?  

Hello Tomkin, what do you want to do-oo,  

Why are you such a silly little Pomkin?  

 



I USED SOMETIMES TO THINK THAT LIFE  

I used sometimes to think that Life  

Was mere occasional glints of light  

From black darkness and eternal death  

And that should be accepted.  

But then times take you to feel, that is  

Defeatist – No, live to the very end,  

And see what it offers, and what you can know. 

  

AN DIE MUSIK  

In inspiration and despair  

I see reflections of celestial realms  

Transiently in the real world.  

The sun shines sometimes brightly  

While Death waits silently and softly  

As our probable best friend and resolution.  

The stars and moon always move  

Yet are permanent also  

In their colours that are indescribable.  

Is music or poetry the Queen of the arts?  

Music without doubt, like daylight against dawn,   

But poetry was there before all instruments!  

So poetry is the alpha and omega  

Of all human expression,  

Nearly lost now, but never totally.  

MY CHINESE FANTASIES, THE MAJESTIC MOUNTAINS  



My Chinese fantasies, the majestic mountains,  

The sources of the Tao, that I see from here,  

Day and Night, the purple pink,  

That immense darkness of love and life,  

A moth whose wings are like Chinese art,  

Whose movement is like a Degas bailarina,  

Whose beauty is unselfconscious as the spherical dome  

Of the Universe´s stars and galaxies.  

Such elegant wings, she flaps and flies  

After a gentle sojourn, chez-moi;  

This beautiful moth, with her transparent wings,  

Like a negligé filled with partially visible art,  

Now has gone, will she return?  

Nothing is certain, in this Universe.  

 

BALLAD OF A GAOL   

In our stupidity we all do harm  

Or even kill, something we love,  

And though we may try to repair the damage  

Too often we only stir the flames.  

Sometimes all is because we are enclosed  

And demented by falsity or misunderstandings,  

Sometimes because we knew not enough  

Of anything, including our clod-hopping innocence.  

 

JIMI HENDRIX  



This may have been his greatest moment  

Though probably he did not realize that.  

This is at the Red House, Stockholm,  

The highest pinnacle of his genius.  

 

THE MOON  

Am I supposed to still love the moon,  

After all that has happened to me,  

The beauty, desperate intensity, love,  

Can it still mean remotely the same  

As of yore, now I know how soon I must die,  

When the waves rolling outwards under the planets  

Are not as they seemed in repeating hope  

As a young fool: what can I feel?  

 

HISTORY  

The steamtrain flows into icy Siberia,  

Schostakovitch dreaming nightmares in black sympathy;  

What happened? Who said you could eat his hand?  

Music in a Moscow concert hall.  

Icicles twinkle along the track  

As the train slows down.  

I have almost run out of deep emotion  

After an entire life-time, nothing changing.  

 

KUNDRY AND PARSIFAL   



The first kiss of love  

That destroys the soul  

With its perfumed flowers  

Like birth into the Universe  

Without thinking  

Brings death with passion  

Too deep for grief or tears.  

 

THE DREAM OF LIFE   

Floating in an orange cloud  

I´m in the mood for love  

Imagining flying in ecstasy  

Bewitched of sunshine and flowers  

I´m rushing around in extraordinary fire –  

As in a star´s interior elements -  

The gods of the Upanishads dream radiant suns  

While I drift through the dream of life  

 

DONALD QUACK (CALIGULA)  

Donald Quack  

He eats the pack  

So narcisistic and boorish from birth,  

Born with silver spoon in mouth  

It shows in his ugly face.  

Lies and hypocrisy are so much his self  

He knows not what they mean,  



Just points at enemies within and without,  

Says wants to make Yank great again,  

And rambles on to mesmerize.  

 

I MIGHT WISH TO FLY  

I might wish to fly,  

I could want to die,  

Or, I might roll into seizing surf  

Of the sea´s waves and foam;  

That, I might do, and dream aloft  

Like Shelley in his flights, through the blue inane,  

Or Keats with his love of easeful death,  

Or Byron in his endless rolling Ocean,  

Deep and dark, like Eternity.  

 

MY MIND HAS BEEN RAGING  

My mind has been raging for some time now  

Perhaps it can soften as the golden swans  

Fly to heaven, relieving Truth,  

Like pearls of dew in the Universe.  

 

ON THE VICTORY OF BREXIT  

Ah Love, where do you go,  

Can you not help us through disasters;  

The wrong reasons have decided a vote,  

Frustrations and pain have been blamed  



On the wrong causes. Aye Love,  

Why only now have we heard about elites,  

Why only now do we hear about Democracy,  

That has been manipulated and broken all the way along;  

Who can believe it will now be alright?  

 

BRUCKNER SYMPHONY NO. 7 ANDANTE  

O Glory, is this not Love and Sorrow,  

Religious without religion.  

 

OLYMPICS  

Zika, peeker, why can´t they go to Rio?  

Doping, coping, mugging, threats of terror!  

Corruption, incompetence, political chaos everywhere!  

Why so much spent in such an impoverished country?  

 

O SUCH CONFUSION BEFORE THE FIRE   

O such confusion before the fire,  

Such beauty dancing in the flames,  

Is that the way immortal souls move?  

How to be calm amid tumultuous seas!  

Know no regrets, allow no limits to love;  

Fly in the Now, and feel things aright.  

 

 

GREAT  



With the World on the brink,  

All we get is Trump;  

After Spinoza, Einswtein, Gahatma Ghandi,  

We get U.S. diplomats piddling about  

Over what to do with Kim and North Korea´s  

Nuclear Weapons.  

Historians lament the limited efforts  

To take in Jews, fleeing from the Nazis;  

Now, is the situation of Syrian refugees  

Comparable with that today, or not?  

 

DAWN  

Ah, what a beautiful cloud  

Bathed in golden yellow and brightness  

Here in the dawn at our finca in San Gabriel,  

This is a glory, celebrating Christ;  

Even He had moments of extreme weakness:  

“Eli, eli, lama sabachtani”.  

That was contrary to his belief in his suicidal Destiny,  

Made sacred by his strange tryst with God  

That He must die, there upon the Cross.  

 

JAEL SINGING  

Spirit of life, Colombian songs from the heart,  

Ah how beautiful to hear, throbbing voice from the sound of soul,  

Depth of feeling, authentic and true.  



 

AH, MY BROTHER HUGH  

Ah, my brother Hugh,  

Now you have died,  

As we all will have to soon.  

You were my older brother, so much I learned from you  

When I was young. You suffered a great deal,  

Of which I knew, and I suffered too;  

You were brave in life, with no intentions,   

To me so kind for much of my life;  

You had a lovely way of being,  

How girls adored you! Because you  

Were kind and warm – that I learned,-  

And enjoyed them, dancing, and the world  

So much. But you suffered obstacles very deep,  

Which I saw, and felt so sorely with you:  

At this moment I cannot speak of them  

In details; it was all a product of our time.  

Oh Hugh, how close I felt to you sometimes;  

I was your younger brother.  

 

A BESTIAL BOOT  

A bestial boot lunged at the crab,  

Cooking the floating croak of a glib  

Eating poisonous dupe. She smacked  

The volcano, twisting the pen,  



Then jumped on the fin of a yellow porpoise;  

That was why the moon laughed,  

And an exhausted cow dripped its gravel  

Over the stars of the antipodes.  

 

DIG FROM THE FINITE (LITTLE RAIN)  

Dig from the finite to the infinite,  

From Route 66 to heaven or death;  

Here we are on this narrow raft,  

A few friends in the ray of a lovely light;   

Love is not the Love, that does not shine upon some truth;  

Where do we exist, if not in sweetness partially attained.  

Little rain falling, keep us awake till dawn,  

This is the Blues, harmonica gorgeous.  

The best harmonica, Jimmy Reed,  

Ripping the skies in ecstatic beauty of  

The deepest Blues, by God, yes;  

My Bitter Seed.  

 

LOVE  

I´m in heaven now, with my love;  

Nothing else matters, this is bliss.  

Like music, wine, but most of all:  

Love. Sweet love, love of her,  

Love of all. This is Love.  

I NEED TO GET A CAMP ON  



I need to get a camp on,  

And bite the bloody bow.  

Whoever sneaked a goodbye   

Without a drooping drawer.  

The ice of time does squeeze theground  

And bleed the life of grapes,  

But all throughout a spider spins  

And ancient tunnels squeak.  

 

I WISH SOMETIMES THE CLOUDS COULD SLEEP  

I  

I wish sometimes the clouds could sleep  

Through every night, and enjoy delight  

Of existence, which will never last  

Even if it goes on for a billion years.  

“Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art though, Romeo”;  

That is the language of “Eternity”,  

Although “Eternity” does not exist.  

II  

The isolation of existence  

Probably never will desist;  

And so extinction in healthy death  

Will finally resolve the problem, and solve  

The “eternal anxiety” of narrow existence;  

One in a kind of box, beyond which   

 



The human Imagination always envisions  

Something perfect, paradisical, eternal.  

III  

It is all tragedy, as Weltraute sings  

In the most beautiful music ever written;  

I agree with Richard ultimately, and with Aeschylus;  

This is as the Human Cosmos was arranged.  

We can struggle to arraign Reality, but we cannot succeed.  

But we can sniff a little nectar  

Of love, and of a little pussy cat,  

Before flitting meaninglessly into the Ether.  

 

BLUMEN  

Ah, you blumen, flowers, of beauty,  

Temptation, so confusing: what should one do?  

Desire, desire, that leads to Hell; who cares,  

When trapped within it? Just one kiss,  

Let alone to make full love! How glorious;  

You who criticize, do you know this?  

“He who is perfect, may throw the first stone.”  

This is Fate in human existence.  

 

HOLY WANKERS   

Piss to the Holy Wankers,  

Popes, head-masters, nagging wives!  

Mothers-in-law, lawyers, hypocrites all!  



Prime Ministers, Presidents, “responsible” candidates  

Give me a break, let me breathe,  

Let me love Poetry, think the unthinkable:  

About Justice, Freedom, some kind of “Equality”,  

Even if they can never exist.  

I like to dream, absorb the Universe,  

It´s like making love to a beautiful woman,  

Before arguments set in, endless hassles  

On a daily basis, that kills everything.  

 

LATE IN THE NIGHT  

Flashings of Light and Love  

Late in the Night  

Only after midnight the Poet starts to sing  

Only when tensions settle does Ecstasy take over  

The beauty of the Universe descending in delight  

The calm sweet music of truth entering the Cosmos  

Clouds of well-being dosing out distress  

Ah! Let us try to feel this kindness  

Towards existence between and around the brutality  

Fling the flames to the sky and arouse the Heavens!   

 

AH, AM I A POET?  

Ah, do I still write, am I a poet,  

Like Shostakovitch in his Fifth Symphony,  

Conducted by Leonard Bernstein in his unique genius?  



Fire of Imagination, sympathetic passion,  

All that has been learned in experience,  

(He doesn´t even need to look at the score!)  

Hewho cannot face adversity, learns nothing,  

Be he or she, Man or Beast or Beacon from the stars!  

Much agony there is among survival, and in Joy!  

 

A BIRD THAT SINGS  

A bird that sings into the utter night   

Is that which stirs extraordinary feeling,  

Desire for knowledge of the deepest truths  

Of which we are capable, as mortal humans,  

With limited time to go. Unlike when younger,  

It would have meant desire, desire, lustful desire;  

Later all becomes a wish for tranquillity  

And love, in calm gentleness.  

 

TRUMP  

Trump is a racist and rapist,  

Thief and corrupter of every value,  

Pen him, deport him to hell!  

Be careful, Amerika, and the World,  

Don´t let this liar, cheat, and thug  

Deceive any more thy people, oh no!  

 

THUS SPAKE ZARATHUSTRA  



Thus spake Zarathustra: be free,  

As far as you can, without fear,  

And when you feel fear, bury it   

In wine. And listen to Richard Strauss,  

At least you will then understand what I mean.  

You have to be in the right mood, opening your ears  

In the right way, to hear poetry properly,  

Otherwise you will always miss it.until we die.  

Poetry is the sister of music, mother even,  

Each are mingled until we die.  

 

MAY THE SUN PASS  

May the sun pass  

And surround us in light,  

And the moon run  

In its erotic dreams.  

Can our moods roll,  

Our sadness pass,  

As death leads back to life,  

As the moment enters eternity.  

After midnight the poet sings;  

Sounds reflect the lights of stars,  

And their colours blossom, like pear-drops in the night  

When such beauty flies, like ladies in the light.  

 

I STILL LIVE WITH EXPLODING STARS   



I still live with exploding stars  

Blue lights flying in ecstatic trance  

I am of the madness that knows no end  

The Light that never stops revolving  

I cannot apologize for being me  

Nor ever submerge before I die.  

 

THE CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE  

The Creation of the Universe,  

The coming into being of the stars,  

The planets, Life, and Man;  

And poetry: Shelley did not wait  

For Nature to decide the moment of his death;  

He decided, and Byron swam out to sea.  

 

MY ARMS EMBRACE  

My arms embrace, take on,  

The Agony, and Joy,  

I cannot easily distinguish these anymore.  

The whole thing will be but a short blink;  

Extinguished, the brief flame will mean nothing,  

But now the moon over this vereda  

Of San Gabriel, is in full beauty,  

And my love for Nidia is in full delicious swing;   

 

This is All, Now: “All Joy Seeks Deep Eternity”.  



The Moon has presented Itself to me  

In its magnificence, tonight, from the clouds  

In its absolute beauty; yellow, white, pink,  

In its extraordinariness supreme. What more is there?  

 

ALL JOY SEEKS ETERNITY  

And all Joy seeks Eternity,  

Deep, deep, Eternity;  

Grapes hanging from the mouth, in pain,  

The sea flowing beyond bin waves of tears.  

Oh Man!  

 

MY MIND HAS BEEN RAGING  

My mind has been raging for some time now  

Perhaps it can soften as the golden swans  

To heaven, retrieving Truth,  

Like pearls of dew in the Universe.  

 

TO ME  

To me, all this fuss about who is white or black,  

Jewish or Christian; Chinese, Russian, or Australasian,  

Is a bunch of rubbish: we are all  

Simply (or complexly) human: members  

Of one strange species of animal  

On this planet. But “Man does not live by bread alone”;  

As Jesus is supposed to have said, according to the Bible;  



So the spiritual level that we can feel  

Is real and palpable, and it means  

That we must live together and respect each other,  

Be kind to animals too, and make  

The planet happy for all living things –  

If we don´t do that, we fail though no one will be there  

To forgive or forget us, except perhaps for a few demented, hopping ex-humans;  

It will simply be over.   

 

LOS PIJAOS  

Los Pijaos fought against the Spanish  

Conquerors, as I would have done too  

In the mountains of Tolima, and held out for centuries;  

Until they were finally eliminated.  

They were tough, ferocious, and brave,  

Their women were with their men unto the end,  

My wife and her mother obviously have their blood,  

The women would not give in nor succumb:  

All rebellious and stubborn to the end.  

But obviously some genes slipped through:  

One can see it even in the slant of their eyes;  

Damnably difficult, unrelenting,  

The Pijaos have not completely died out.  

 

 

THE DANCE  



I picture a dancing nymph,  

So contented in her dance,  

Lithe, happy as a basic Life should be;  

Until the Problems come! But still,   

Joy has not yet been submerged.  

I see a woman waving and weaving in the wind,  

Winding in such beauty by the sea,  

Her voice so lonesome, yet delicicious,  

Asking man if he wants Joy,  

And thus Eternity.  

We will only leave behind our love,  

To float into the Universe.  

It will be the absolute fragrance of divine nectar,  

Like the music of Mozart, for which there is no comparison  

In any other Art, or in Nature.  

Soaking into the Light of the sacred stars,  

Where God spreads his hands all around,  

The brightness of the moon steals the mind  

Away, into love; and sinking into delicious love  

We know pain, also, as well.  

I have many sadnesses, though I also know  

That I have reached the greatest joy and happiness  

That I can, in my short life-span;  

The Finca Sueños de Paraiso,  

And my darling wife, my Nidia  

FLUFFY SNOWY PUSS   



Fluffy snowy puss,  

Why are you very silly?  

Why do you be Pinet,  

Just because your name is Minet?  

 

MAHLER NO. 3: 1ST MOVEMENT  

1ST MOVEMENT  

Send them then into the mists of Hell!  

Swarming like ants and bees towards to disaster!  

Eliminate demons of the Mind that do not help!  

Tingling the sounds of Nature´s orchestras!  

The Universe is being born and reborn all the time!  

LAST MOVEMENT  

Heaven and soft salvation entering with gorgeous horns  

Into the ears of those who can hear  

Inmaculate beauty and distress mingling into Eternity.  

Ah, Gustav! Where were you? From where did you appear?  

Your thumping thunder tells us all.  

 

WE MUST WEEP  

We must weep, for the whole world is falling apart,  

Into chaos, not that “order” was good or just, ever.  

But now the collapse every thing is not in a good direction;   

Maniacs are in control: no one knows anything  

Perhaps we are entering a time of Terror,  

Not about silly “terrorists” at all. It is of  



The soul of decrepit Western Civilization,  

That has los its bearings, its guts, its being.  

Not that this was ever “good”,  

Or dedicated to great advances  

Beyond immediate impulses of ideas or nations,  

But it had “spine”, which is disappearing now.  

“The Decline of the West“; how many times  

Have we heard of this: Bach, Mozart,  

Will never “decline”, as they are Universal,  

Like Tu Fu, the Buddha, Krishna, or Jesus.  

And also Chorro, the great shaman and curandero  

Of the Yaminahua, in Sepagua; so difficult to communicate with  

From a distance, as he cannot read or write, and has  

No access to things like telephones at all.  

Women singing in Mozart´s Requiem,  

Like doves and tigers into the dawn and night;  

Confutatis, the fury of flaming earth, heaven, or hell,  

But in beauty of those lovely women’s voices.  

Lacrimosa, tears, perhaps for everything,-  

Love, family, friends; then death;  

That is the End-point, isn´t it?  

There is nothing beyond that, is there?  

 

 

 

WHICH TITLE? 



The Man Who Didn´t Build The Wall  

Or  

The Beautiful Wall That Was Never Built  

Or  

The Wall That Deceived 46 Million Voters  

Or  

Donald Trump And Delusions Of Grandeur  

Or  

Donald Trump And Unhinged Paranoia  

Or  

Donald Trump And Narcissistic Pathology  

Or  

Trump´s Bloody Lies Amid World Disaster  

 

ONLY IN MUSIC  

Only in music is it; and there is music in words,  

The Love in existence, the Universe, inside ourselves;  

And the sadness that accompanies it, inevitably;  

All will pass; but perhaps Eternity is Now.  

Love is something internal and eternal,  

Inside our beings, and outside in Nature,  

Though really they are One, there is no distinction:  

This is Trance, a meeting with Truth again.  

 

 

IN A SEA OF BEAUTY   



In such a sea of beauty,  

Even melancholy is swollen into the ocean,  

Or, perhaps the air; Imagination drifting, or floating  

Into Nature, Reality,  

Soaking into the Beauty of ultimate Truth.  

Here we are in the Divine,  

The realm of the miraculous, something extraordinary  

Within the Universe, whatever that may mean.  

Heavenly icicles, from the mind of Genius and the Whole Cosmos.  

I will die, but this will not.  

 

WHY?  

How does no one learn from wars,  

Or, at least, rather few, who seem,  

Seldom able to influence events  

To avoid the same disasters over and over  

Again. How could Britain, after traumatization  

In Two World Wars, want again and again  

To make new ones, and seem so little to understand  

The traumatizing effects of such Hells and Catastrophes?  

New generations arise from the debris,  

Interpret the miseries past in ever new ways,  

Some learn not to repeat the stupidities,  

Others become embittered, cold, harsh,  

And are ready to do the same things again,  

Thinking they are new reactions to old problems.   



 

HENDRIX  

The notes of music dripping through your hands,  

Like liquid coloured light pouring up and down,  

No rules for you, only your perfect genius;  

Complete control, like intuition from Mars.  

 

MOZART PIANO CONCERTO NO. 23 INGRID FLITER  

1st MOVEMENT  

Dazzling, seems to throw stones of fire and jewels  

Of many colours, sounds flying upwards and down;  

Mozart set on fire, alive, like crazy fireworks.  

2nd MOVEMENT  

All the sorrow and beauty of humanity and the universe  

She plays, this gorgeous blonde; the deepest  

Hymn for existence: whatever on earth that means.  

3rd MOVEMENT  

Flames to wrap it all up, in climax, chaos, and delight;  

Brilliance, sparkle, games: that is the best final way  

To be. Just to glory in life´s wonder and ecstasy.   

 

I SAW TWO AFRICAN REFUGEES  

I saw two African refugees  

On CNN, who had jumped the border  

Into Canada, in fear, that Trump would deport and kick them out;  

So through the freezing snow  



They ran, got frost-bite,  

So that all their fingers had to be amputated;  

Only their thumbs remained; one cried  

When interviewed on CNN.  

 

I DON´T KNOW WHAT COUNTRY IT IS  

I don´t know what country it is  

That Nigel Farage thinks  

He has taken back,  

But it sure ain´t mine.  

He has pushed me and many British people  

Into limbo. I am disgusted.  

He speaks the very opposite of a decent gentleman,  

That best character of the British people that is so often forgotten,  

But at times regenerates and resurrects and resumes;  

Now it will be very difficult to extricate ourselves  

From the chaotic nightmare Farage and his ilk  

Have buttoned us up with, and buried us in vileness.  

 

I HAVE TO THINK  

I have to think every day;  

I wonder who exactly Jesus was –  

The things that he is reported as saying,  

Though never apparently writing them down.  

I realize that all of us will die,  

Belatedly; because only knowing that rationally  



Is not the same as feeling it.  

I am not an atheist, as that is another dogmatic declaration;  

Perhaps I am agnostic, though that says little.  

Rationally, empirically, we really know nothing,  

All is a matter of non-rational, intuitional, spiritual feeling.  

Here I do feel something, other than materialist, atheistic things,-  

Which boil down to molecules, genes, and little more.  

Only I look at a fabulous fire;  

It flares up, or down; something operates  

At a level beyond the lowest reductionist level.  

There is a kind of Complexity operating  

That causes things to happen.  

This might be true throughout the Universe,  

So far it has produced human “intelligence”:  

What more is there? Let us think and inquire,  

Not be dogmatic, nor preconceiving.  

 

WHEN YOU LISTEN TO POLITICIANS  

When you listen to politicians –  

Even the best sometimes –  

It is difficult not to conclude  

That absolute disaster is inevitable  

For “Civilization”; then at length  

For surviving humanity;  

Though not all Life, though it will have been fundamentally changed  

In the process of Disaster.  



The planet will not be destroyed, as Lovelock constantly insists,  

Either. There is so little thinking about the Whole –  

Our species, its history, its development;  

The world of human societies, the differences  

In human cultures, etcetera, within the Totality:  

There is little hope, really.  

 

I AM A CAT  

I am a cat, and I want to be pat!  

Those funny human beings, why do they be like that?  

And why do they have other animals  

Like dogs, to always be with us;  

And even other sillier ones,   

To take away our food?  

I do what I want, and then I like,  

To irritate; to disappear  

And hide whenever they want to go somewhere  

With me! But of course,  

I feel very lonely if I´m left in the house;  

When they bugger off for hours.  

 

AFTER THE NUCLEAR WAR  

After the Nuclear War – Limited Nuclear War, of course,  

How will the Peace Process be -  

Twenty million killed here, forty million there -  

And then the vengeance a little while later –  



And don´t forget the radioactivity –  

Much of humanity now a hopping, lopping, regressed species to something mad.  

 

LIGHT-FILLED SKY  

This is the real shooting of light-filled fire,  

Flames a bursting into the rest of the Universe,  

Like Byron meditating on a lonely shore,  

Or Shelley dreaming of a perfect Isle.  

The clouds, the sun, the light, the truth,  

Surrounding us in perfect warmth;  

That is why we live; and for nothing more.  

 

TIME IS AN OCEAN  

Time is an ocean, that stops at the shore,  

You may not see me, ever, anymore.  

As good as Byron, this talk of Man,  

And Nature; and the Machine of Desire.  

Song become Industry, robotic Commerce,  

The soul and its uniqueness, squeezed into tubes.  

 

I LIKE TO LIVE  

I like to live in an untroubled neck of the woods;  

The World is full of woodmen who expel  

Love´s gentle dryads from every dell.  

I wish to avoid the most horrible tears,  

Though escape I cannot, the nightmares of Pain,  



Of Anxiety and Doubt, the etching into my Being,  

Of unnecessary suffering along all veins.  

Flames of fire, fire of flames,  

What was that, that flew with fire?  

Why was that the World I knew?   

 

DROWING IN THE TEARS OF GOD  

Drowning in the tears of God,  

Heaven´s Joy at the end of the search;  

Peace at last, Death a release;  

Love without having to think anymore.  

 

THIS IS VERY BEAUTIFUL, ISN´T IT TOMKIN?  

This is very beautiful, isn´t it, Tomkin?  

Bruckner´s Second Symphony, Second Movement;  

Yes it is, isn´t it Tomkin?  

Don´t change, please, while we´re away,  

Little Tomkin, that would break my heart.  

Do you have dreams – you know,  

What happens in your mind when you´re asleep –  

Are they logical, do they follow some coherent thread:  

Or are they an inchoate mess, a Surrealistic artwork,  

Ever to be wondered over?   

 

 

THEREAFTER  



Thereafter, no one knows anything.  

Like the cells of the body, that make up the whole,  

Perhaps the floating-away spirit of each being  

Enters the Universe again as a cell in its Consciousness;  

If it has such, a Ground of Being, as Nietszche called it.  

 

TIME  

Time tears reality apart. You see a woman,  

Beautiful, then after twenty or thirty years she is not the same,  

And nor are you. Are we all simply on the road to Death?  

 

HI THERE  

They´re overleaping the Moon –  

Can´t you understand?  

You who only dwell on the Earth  

And never fly maniacally into the Sky?   

 

I WOULD ALWAYS WANT TO FLY  

I would always want to fly  

Like a butterfly, through the air,  

Turbulently, though maintaining beauty  

In my poetry: O so disdained by some  

As “bourgeois”, safe, easily contained:  

Yet my aggressive wings cannot help but force  

This outwards into the Expanding Universe,  

Until something happens to explain the morass.  



 

POST-MIDNIGHT MUSINGS (IN LONDON)  

June-September 2017  

Verses VI; VII, VIII, and IX were written in collaboration with Vincent Skinner.  

I  

I am in the poetic mode,  

Like Octavio Paz whose poets sing  

After midnight. Music is music,  

It has no meaning other than what a listener  

Gives it, in the immensity of chaos,  

Confusion, love and life: 102  

 

Dribbling together through the froth.  

II  

I don´t know how you can know the pain  

Of being, that finds it blinds the sun;  

How the happy birds at night  

Lick the spasms of moon´s light.  

Perhaps the darkness spooks the coral  

Of the deepest seas within the galaxies,- the Cosmos;  

Brewing the ship that will sink deep, or fly beyond the Universe.  

III  

I was a slimer in a big barn at night,  

A crooked crown swimming in a diggish-dog wild house;  

I always thought that wide clouds could inhale dust-like ducks,  

But at last I learnt that no one enters easily those lakes  



Without piles of bikinis and rolling ants at sea,  

Without crouching ovations of dolphins at King Pea.  

Dig-dog is a kettle-twit who spins a real to-do;  

I prefer underpants, and then spanking nightly-stars.  

IV  

It´s all falling apart  

Everything´s crumbling down  

The old houses in East London  

With wonderful chimneys under the sun  

But more often rain, dark long nights, coldness;  

Strange old creepers, mosses, blackbirds  

Taking us back to the London of Shelley and Keats  

Two hundred years ago.   

 

Britain seems almost to be collapsing,  

“Patriots” seem only to wish to hasten it  

With their mad fantasies and absurdly ignorant  

Empty dreams: Brexit, Brexit.  

There seems to be no awareness of the wider world  

At all, except in a dreary withdrawal  

Into regressive stupidity. Much of the vibrancy  

Is from foreign “invaders” – imigrants,  

Visitors, who, for some difficult-to-understand reason  

Swarm to Britain, especially London.  

V  

I am of an explosive torch  



Sometimes, I love so much,  

But also react to irritations;  

My blood is fire, my fire is blood,  

Thus was I created, or thus I evolved.  

VI  

I didn´t mean it  

But God did  

He slept through  

And deviously dreamed  

Was his dream true?  

Who knows? Only the night  

But the morning is true  

And the fire is burning  

Not too bright, yet  

Because some strange swans swim  

Into the light  

Of eternity which is like an orgasm  

Which comes, like coming to live;  

Class identity hasn´t changed  

Yes it has! Money has not.  

 

VII  

I didn´t mean it  

But the dog in the gutter did, I think.  

It´s not working  

When does anything work?  



The ability to think is all  

Even for a goldfish in a bowl.  

Small things work  

In the opium dream-world  

Of a Symphonie Fantastique!  

The darkness of the truth,  

Men in dark times,  

We go on  

Forever and forever, amen.  

No, it´s not  

Yes it is, said the Hotfrog.  

He didn´t understand.  

But he fell into a drugged abyss  

Of non-comprehension.  

VIII  

Please  

No! I take a boot!  

It´s not fair  

Why not? A boot is bad.  

This is my home  

See how the roof leaks  

Into an empty sky with bones  

Without you.  

IX  

Let´s do one more  

Spasm into a ditch-star  



Let´s go!  

No, we smooch through the moon-lit night  

Only if of not  

Being dumb as a bum and blue  

It´s not what we want  

But that´s what we get  

It´s not the same  

As a blue-black pudding in an alligator saucepan  

If only we knew!  

Bomb, dom,……  

X  

I think I see a little of Keats´s London  

In the early dawn of a summer´s day  

In East London. For the tumbling climbers  

Running up and roaming down old walls of differing bricks,  

Do seem to be of his kind of fantasy,  

His dream-soaked vision borne in London,  

His extraordinary beauty bathed and clad in such a few years;  

Here was the earth and sky of his sublime  

Poetry.  

XI  

There are so many things,  

Like wars and love,  

Like the moon and fish,  

Prawns, black holes, and Parallel Universes  

Where I have been, or at least I have dreamt,  



Wearily or actively, really or otherwise.  

This is where I want to crack a Dog,  

Kick the smog, fly through concrete,  

Sit upon an open ring,  

Deal a pack of stickinsects,  

Or die! Or jump onto the open sky,  

Where God is jumping, whooping awhile!   

There I like to drink a puddle,  

Cuddle a crumbling and crooked crow!  

That was why I was born  

I think, or someone sang that it was, perhaps.  

XII  

There´s nothing really left to say,  

The world, it seems so bleak;  

Perhaps it is not really so! Perhaps  

It´s really me! Lots of lovely things transpire  

But the general direction is: NOTHING;  

Things fan out, technology expands,  

Population increases, new madnesses appear:  

Perhaps I´m just an old reactionary  

Who hoped throughout his lifetime that,  

Humanity might take control  

Of the helm of its History, and that within Nature;  

And in Peace, Sanity, Love, and Justice;  

Not at all in a totalitarian sense of dictatorial control.  

XIII  



There are those moments when you know the Truth,  

The Genius of the Universe, the Eternal Beauty  

That is Pantheist, Taoist, indefinable;-  

Changing, dynamic; when that Door  

Is opened to what some people call God,  

Then the veil familiarity falls,  

And the wondrous truth of Nature´s naked dream  

Absorbs us, or we enter it, and we stop thinking  

Because we are There, at last, for Now.  

XIV  

Shall I compare thee to a summer´s day,  

Thou art more temperate: can we imagine  

This girl to whom he expresses his love,  

O yes! She is so many beautiful girls  

Anywhere in the world. The poem is not extreme  

As many romantic poems are: it is calm, controlled,  

As if he was sitting across from her,  

A young man looking deeply into her eyes,  

Utterly absorbed, speaking straighly to her.  

XV  

The sunlight is upon the morn,  

Like freckles of joy unto the moon,  

The warm light is so beautiful now  

Just as I drop in and out of sleep  

And the neighbours´ cat runs up to our door,  

Whiskers foaming, eyes roaming,  



Tail upwards and high, as always.  

London´s East End, flicking amid the chimneys,  

Slants the dawnlight from the sky;  

Deep its strange dreams and thoughts;  

I listen to the early birds, and cry.  

XVI  

Poetry strips the veil of familiarity from the world  

And reveals, like a naked bride, the beauty of its wondrous forms,  

Letting us see and feel again, the superb  

And joyous truth of where we are.  

XVII  

Was it the greatest catastrophe in human history,  

Or just the first deep sign of disintegration,  

Not only of Western Civilization – in decline –   

But perhaps Humanity, with an advance guard  

Of insanity from within the venomous part of our species:  

The Second World War?  

XVIII  

She is a Surrealistic Saucepan,  

Turning all things around,  

Mixing and bemoaning,  

Confusing dogs with boots,  

Gods with teeth, tits with tilts,  

Until the brain-cells split,  

Until the world becomes utterly different  

And all is mad at last.  



XIX  

I never deny my weaknesses, vulnerabilities; my anguishes;  

For when I get over them I am once again confident and strong:-  

Like the British weather, the cloudiness and grey rain  

Often lasts a long time;  

But, at length the warm sun serenely comes.  

XX  

Peace, peace, nothing dies,  

Nature is alive like a Poet´s mind –  

Volcanos spouting, spurting, sporting, exploding,  

Geological plates and species diverging  

Like dinosaurs lumbering over the earth  

Until mice and rabbits take over the land.  

XXI  

Such a mess of hubris, misunderstanding,  

Dreadful hurting coldness   

Were scarcely ever known so bad,  

Until life came to advance so far  

As the latest episodes. It can be seen  

How many die before their time should come,  

When the turbulence of emotions stirred,  

When the pressured flow of rapid fluid  

Is far too great for the limited pipe  

Of an individual human being´s existence;  

And heart and soul are twisted and drowned.  

XXII  



If we speak of the Universe, and its beginnings, origins  

(And I make it singular, as if there are many,  

They make up one entity nevertheless,- ultimately);  

That tells us nothing about its meaning, purpose,  

Or how it was created, or why.  

XXIII  

Sometimes Shelley rhymes, sometimes he does not;  

Where he does, it is like liquid music,  

Fire of sweetness, you hardly notice it,  

There is no sense of forcing words into a form –  

His poetry is music, sound, resonance and thought  

In perfect balance, whether it rhymes, or not;  

Intuition and Imagination live over all,  

High above Reality, yet embracing all.  

XXIV  

I keep hearing Bach´s Double Violin Concerto in my head,  

Or is it Violin and Viola; it is so many years  

Since I really heard it. The one Prince Charles   

Was in tears with while listening to it in a concert  

Right in the middle of his marriage crisis  

With Princess Diana.  

I wonder why: it is so plaintive, sad, beautiful, lamenting;  

So expressive of the softest, deepest emotions we know.  

It still has not gone away – it has reappeared repeatedly  

For days, and is still here now.  

XXV  



Ah, the broken dog, with seal-fired hell of flame,  

The mind a secluded explosion, drifting in the mud  

Into the wider Universe, the groaning spike of pyres,  

The grit of spasmic powder where philanthropists expire.  

There is the palmic plain, the drenching drain of flues,  

Where pinnacles eat the blues, and whiteness splatters the snow.  

XXVI  

I dreamt I was in some kind of scientific experiment,  

In which, as in an H.G. Wells short story,  

People were created from non-human sources –  

Animals, or whatever material suited.  

Particular persons were thus created,  

And I was one, though in this dream  

I was an artificially constructed Tim,  

That mirrored the real Tim, whom I was not.  

I now was made from cloned genetics,  

Samples of cells and nerves were used,  

Patches of skin were taken from the original,  

And the scientists making me told me how to walk,  

Carefully, not too suddenly, and to beware  

Of tearing my skin. “Look”, they advised,  

“Do not scrape a patch of skin”, and showed me  

How that could produce a horrible mess.  

I, like the other recreated people,  

Sometimes had red faces, especially their cheeks,   

Slight cuts in the skin exuded weaknesses  



That needed to be dabbed with cotton wool.  

Walking was painful, stiff, frightening,  

I remember that there was some deep, terrible sinking  

Feeling in the stomach; with every step,  

Or rolling-on thought. Thank God I woke up;  

Sweating.  

The sadness was so deeply suffused, into something  

I could not understand.  

A dream is a dream,  

It obeys not rules of normality, rationality, waking being;  

Wherefrom comes it? The Unconsciousness!  

And what is that? It is what takes over  

When we sleep, sometimes –  

O, how lazy is a poet who sleeps and dreams,  

And thus is not awake to dismal normality  

Nor ordinary truth, all the Time!  

How right was Adrian Mitchell to declare:  

“No Wages For Poets, Please!”  

Or, as Pol de Roux hung on his door at night:  

“Poet At Work! Do Not Disturb!”  

XXVII  

She has given me her woman´s love,  

And care, which are beyond measurement  

Or calculation: I have given what I can give  

As the man I am.  

XXVIII  



I see a lovely girl, in my imagination,  

Dancing, swinging a little bit, her hair in flowers,  

Gently moving, looking half downwards,  

Without any instruction, spontaneously.   

XXIX  

Our neighbours´ cat has come again  

To sniff around in our small garden,  

But does not bother to come inside  

If we open the door to let him in.  

All of it is where he has the right to tread,  

And anyway who are these human beings?  

Yes they give us food and milk,  

And when I feel affectionate  

I like to be stroked by them, indeed,  

And I purr then, which they seem to like!  

But then I go, without saying goodbye,  

I just slink off, until another time.  

XXX  

There was a very beautiful girl  

And God! Was she a knock-out;  

Her eyes were dark as a heaven´s light,  

Her lips as gorgeous as roses red,  

Her movements and manners were such as could seduce  

A madman or god above the clouds  

Or stars, to invite her into Eternity!  

XXXI  



He who is a cold, cruel fool,  

Loses more than whom he cheats,  

But, this, he may not ever know.  

Yet, his Spirit will have been depleted  

Somewhat by this badness, his callous greed;   

Something of his fresh blood will have been sucked out.  

XXXII  

This, in many ways has been, a very miserable time,  

Because I have felt my life ebbing from many spiritual lights,  

With clouds of blue overtaking me, or more often, the grey inane;  

With sinking soul, and heart-breaking hopelessness, into the London air;  

Devoid of others´ understanding, lost like a wretched Underground train;  

Within fifty tunnels of fear or Dread, and all that is Nightmare.  

XXXIII  

The time will come, oh the time will come,  

When Hope at last meets Spring,  

And I will dream Reality,  

In Harmony with Truth.  

 

I WAS WRONG  

I was wrong, I can still see the sun,  

The blasting miracle for a whack-eyed brain;  

The final clouds of darkness have not come  

To obscure Love´s perfumes or its brightest light.  

 

WITH THE SNOW DRIPPING LIKE FURY  



With the snow dropping like fury  

In an extraordinary bundling fantasy  

Swirling with chaotic charm  

I have an image of something in a street,  

Of a black bear –   

O my God give me strength to continue  

With my fantasies, thoughts, memories, and Imagination  

Until it is fated that I must die.  

 

I HAVE NO LOVE  

I have no love, nor life, any more,  

Since I have learnt there is no Eternity;  

It matters not what on earth we do,  

We will disappear into complete forgetfulness.  

This sense that only slipping into the abyss  

Is really there, there makes hope, conquest, even  

Meaningless. What on earth can be  

In a temporary Universe without solidity;  

Only a sense, however flimsy,  

Of permanence, meaning, or continuity;  

Without these, our flimsy beings,  

Evaporate into a great, black darkness.  

 

AND THE SPECKLED LIGHTS  

And the speckled lights flicker and flare  

As part of the cosmos, its quantum chaos,  



Like our existence, nothing ever knowing  

What next will pass, what next disaster  

Will occur. Death presides, long and slow  

In its ultimate inevitability,  

Whilst flashings of life come and go  

In their merry-go-rounds of inanity.  

 

COSMOS  

Stars, minerals, plants, and animals:  

This Cosmos, is it part of mine?   

Do I exist; my cellular minerals  

When I disintegrate, will they continue?  

When this Universe ends, and all implodes,  

And another one bursts into new Sacred Being  

Will all the elements, particles, forces  

Be the same, reassembled: or what?  

 

LAS CORDILLERAS  

Europeans have for long thought  

Of the Swiss Alps as an  

Ultimate beauty and imposing  

Miracle: if they had come to the South American  

Andes they would have found  

A similar beauty on a more enormous scale,  

Just as they would have realized that the women  

Were hugely gorgeous, their faces so lovely,  



Their smiles deep, of the most furious sun,  

Their delicious juices of love more like  

Perfumes of Paradise than anywhere else.  

 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DARLING NIDIA  

My darling, I love you  

And it is your birthday!  

I have always loved you,  

Even before I was born, in my dreams.  

You are the sun in the sky, the moon at night;  

We can love each other tonight, celebrating your lovely birthday!  

FELIZ CUMPLEAÑOS, MI AMADA NIDIA  

Mi amada, te amo  

Y es tu cumpleaños!   

Siempre te he amado,  

Aun antes que he nacido, en mi sueños.  

Tu eres el sol en el cielo, la luna en la noche;  

Podemos amarnos está noche, celebrando tu bello cumpleaños!  

 

PATHETIC LITTLE PSEUDO-CHURCHILL  

Pathetic little pseudo-Churchill  

Is Boris Johnson,  

Vulgar little rude brute  

Is Nigel Farage.  

At certain points  

As Trumpquack is for America.  



 

IN THE MORNING, IN THE FINCA  

In the morning, in the Finca  

The light comes up upon the mountains  

And the clouds float above them  

And the palm leaves wave in the gentle wind  

And bursts of light emanate at certain points  

And groups of birds flirt across the sky  

And one little bird comes to stay  

Where she always seems to be  

Upon a small branch, not for long,  

But long enough to see her beak  

And gentle head whirling around,  

And meanwhile I hear delicious music,  

That of Colombia from our speaker,  

So sweet, gentle, calm, and happy,  

Full of emotion such as life should be  

And now some clouds are filled with sun  

Bright and eternal like yellow fluff  

Surrounded by the mild blue sky  

And the fading moon, still so beautiful,  

 

BREATHE THE AIR OF PEACE  

Breathe the air of peace, brother,  

Breathe the air of peace.  

Let the air come in and out  



Without frustrating doubts.  

We only live for a little while,  

Let´s try to enjoy it, and do something useful  

For Humanity, but not become fanatical  

Nor paranoic, nor wreck the beautiful skies.  

Memories pervade the night  

From when you are with your loved one  

And they are there for all eternity  

Burst into flower, oh yeah.  

This is what the Imagination does,  

At a certain stage in its build-up of wonder,  

Love for existence, respect for the Universe.  

I know only a few things certainly,  

Through the mists of the Universe,  

Wriggling through the doubts and all  

The sorrows and falls into holes of pain,  

And the main one is: Feel the Love  

With somebody; which penetrates All.  

Snarling, crumbling, deliberate noise –  

Some wild Creation, emergence of Life,  

And its decay: First Movement, Mahler´s  

Third Symphony, a Merry-Go-Round  

Of insanity – terrifying true jubilation  

Of the Moon poking up behind the Sun,  

And the stars blasting all around  

The Earth! Then:  



“O Man! All Joy seeks Eternity.”  

Fourth Movement, same Symphony.  

The very guts of the Earth.  

Then, langsam, the very Love with real Eternity.   

If there is beauty beyond the Known  

I yearn to feel it, though I cannot see it.  

There is some Strangeness in the Wild  

World, beyond the Intelligible.  

How much I wish that I could drink  

From the original source of Love and Truth  

Again, but that has a slim chance:  

Things happen only without expectation.  

 

I AM NOTHING MORE THAN A FISH-MAN  

I am nothing more than a fish-man!  

I dig a boot and screw a pot,  

Nothing beyond the moon!  

Sometimes I really want a spoon!  

Do not others roll over the mat?  

Because of that every star is a cat.  

 

SÍD – MOUNDS  

The Irish “hollow hill”,  

Was not a single parallel dimension  

But several different and apparently unconnected parallel worlds.  

Pre–Celtic grave-hills were Otherworlds,  



Their inhabitants looked like human beings  

But were different: all was an Hallucination,  

Like something created by digital computers;  

Or, more like it, something appearing  

In a vision induced by Ayahuasca.  

 

A WANDERING POET  

The mind wanders  

From a murder mystery  

To human guilt, the human condition  

And then to myths of Redemption, glorious music,  

The love of one´s wife; and the disappointments,  

And then back to lakes, beautiful trees,  

The memories of childhood on the lawn.  

 

I DID LOVE  

I did love, but I doubt so much.  

Music speaks all, words know nothing.  

Yet I continue to be a poet,  

For that is an extraordinary thing.  

Who is talking to whom about anything;  

Why do the stars shine, what does the Moon tell?  

What is the secret in a crazy horse,  

There are great drums of War.  

The human mind is just a little part  

Of the Universe – perhaps unique, we do not know.  



But at any rate it is a tiny thing, however remarkable  

Or important.  

 

MAWANGDUI  

I know nothing, and can only die,  

Though only as a po soul my body rots  

Into the earth; the hun soul comes from the sky;  

And then it returns to that. Dragons, leopards,  

And mythological animals appear amid swirling clouds.  

In the company of immortals, the body joins two souls together.  

 

WHY  

Why can one never go wild?  

Why always boxed into confusion  

With no allowed escape?   

We need liberation of the soul from its chains!  

Not to do harm, just to feel Love!  

 

TO MY SONS  

How dared you that so proud to be?  

I loved you, and only wanted love.  

 

PARSIFAL  

Life is completely strange and twisted,  

That is what Parsifal is all about.  

It makes no sense, all is weird:  



Mother, brother, child, lover; who is who?  

It is all peculiar, unpredictable,  

Nothing you try to do makes any difference  

To the madness, what you try to do does not reverse things,  

Nor explicates misunderstandings. Usually they just get worse,  

Or if not; that has nothing to do with what you intended.  

 

STORMY DANIELS AND MICHAEL AVENNATI  

Stormy Daniels and Michael Avennati are great!  

Fighting back against Spanky Quack Trumpie, magnificently!  

Giving him what he deserves, tastes of his own medicine;-  

A chivalrous Don Quixote with his Dulcinea del Toboso!  

 

HERE WE ARE, IN THE FINCA SUEÑOS DE PARAISO  

Here we are, in the Finca Sueños de Paraiso,  

With its brilliant manager Don José, friend and confidant;  

And Doña Maria, his loving wife, who has made  

Delicious tamales for us to eat later, when we are by then   

Almost dying of hunger. Then we shall drink,  

Dance, and be happy for as much of the night as we wish.  

We are approaching Christmas, a time of peace, love, and generosity,  

Which is why we now give presents to all the children.  

And we feel the joy in being so lucky to live in this vereda,  

In the glorious mountains of the Cordillera Oriental  

Of Colombia, with its sunsets more beautiful  

Than anywhere else in the world.  



But most important, we have the espirito santo of our vereda,  

Where we live in love, imperfect though we all are,  

For our existence.  

Good evening ladies and gentlemen, and children,  

And welcome, to enjoy this evening together.  

We start with the presents for the children.  

 

HE WHO KISSES  

(1) HE WHO KISSES  

He who kisses the joy as it flies,  

Lives in Eternity´s sunrise:-  

Not to dwell in past or future,  

For a moment of Zen, is to feel sublime  

(2) THE SOUL EXPANDS  

The soul expands in great emotion,  

From regret, guilt, and pain: to acceptance of all that is  

In union with the mystical Self that is, within us,  

And in all the Universe that surrounds us,  

Enters us, and which we pervade.  

(3) THUNDERSTRUCK, LOVESTRUCK  

Thunderstruck, lovestruck  

By her beauty:  

Tragic Drama arose from Fertility Rituals   

Where boys become men, and girls become women.  

(4) AS IT IS HERE  

As it is here, like Chinese Chan  



Landscape, perfect in the mist, flitting little birds,  

The Tao is moving, combining, in the morning.  

(5) 13th MAY 2018  

Poor Palestinians! Again such injustice!  

Left alone, with so little sympathetic understanding.  

What must happen, to change this nightmare -  

Something seismic, cosmic? This is WRONG.  

(6) INTO THAT MIRACULOUS WORLD  

Into that miraculous world,  

Dwelling in Beauty, Love, and Truth,  

Completely useless, an Instant Absolute,  

That is Poetry, and nothing less.  

(7) MINE EYES WERE DIM  

Mine eyes were dim, thus wert not thine;  

I saw the underdepths of all.  

Where we came from, what we do;  

All colours were not necessary.  

(8) YOUR EYES ARE BLEARY  

Your eyes are bleary  

Your mind delicious:  

“Are all the women from where you come  

As beautiful as you?”  

(9) I JUST WRITE MY POETRY INTO THE SKY  

I just write my poetry into the sky,  

Dreams that open from the unconscious mind  

Without clarity of intention; that which comes  



Is the perfume of the cosmos, in my small form.  

(10) YOUR KISSES  

Your kisses are from eternity,  

Something impossible, but true  

As they come with your sweet softness;  

I feel in an instant, immortal.  

(11) NO TITLE  

Yeah, it bounces at you from the walls,  

From the stars, and all the skies;  

Inspiration, taking you into Love,  

The Absolute, the bounding fields  

Of Paradise.  

 

I VENTURED OUT ALONE  

I ventured out alone in a boat out to sea,  

Some of the crew were reliable, but not all, at all;  

When the sea was rough, those whom I needed most  

Deserted the ship, and pretended I had told them to go.  

 

OUTBURST  

There is in the world such absolute beauty,  

Especially when the veil of familiarity is removed:  

Mountains, lakes, loving people;  

Gorgeous women everywhere.  

The sun is shining with the morning dawn,  

The singing of birds in their morning chorus,  



The blue skies of heaven wherever you look,  

Sweet dreams of bliss in oblivion.  

I was moved to the heights of Love,  

That which is seen as the White Light at Death.  

 

CHANCE  

I am not of any one part,  

I am a citizen of the Universe,  

Or Cosmos; more than a speck of any one nation!  

That is how I feel, because it is so,  

Yet I get accused of having no Religion!  

Atoms, particles, processes, human beings  

Conform to Chaos Theory, inasmuch as nothing  

Is exactly predictable for any one entity.  

There is Chance, though averages are measurable!  

 

PIG TRUMP  

Pig Trump, utter rascist,  

All are debating: is he bad,  

Or merely mad?  

 

CAN A PRESIDENT  

Can a President pardon himself?  

We don´t know, said Guiliani –  

It must be something written in the stars of another galaxy!  

Jennifer Dundo had a dream of talking to someone in another room,  



Who turned out to be Adolf Hitler.  

 

TO BE THE EXILE  

Ah! to be the exile,  

Destined to sail the Four Seas for all eternity,  

Unless or until saved by a woman´s love!   

How wonderful. Well it is actually,  

Quite wonderful.  

 

TO STAMP A POOP  

Whoever wanted to stamp a poop  

Upon its little screech?  

Who can say, who can know,  

There are so many ants!  

Why was there once a silly flop  

That dug into crepe du sol?  

That we don´t know, we know of no scroll,  

It never could undroop; ho! ho!  

 

SOMETIMES  

Sometimes I feel I swim, through an ocean of lies and pain,  

About which there is nothing I can do, if there ever had been.  

Perhaps there is no land to escape to,  

Perhaps even there I could not be different.  

Perhaps things were always thus, though I did not realize it,  

Or perhaps the Sun does not shine so brightly with Love as all had thought.  



If there is nothing I can do, good or bad,  

Should I simply relax, and sink or swim?  

Relax! As I never have in totality,  

Striving always towards something impossible, or nearly so?  

Let the waves roll by, or over me;  

Drown, or then enjoy the Light again!  

How extraordinary, to say Yes to Life  

And not fear at all if it is completely extinguished.  

 

THERE, THERE!  

Oh, in a surge of pain and will,  

Some boys erupted from their dark volcano,  

They tried, really, to be intensive men,  

But one of them would urinate in blue,  

Another could not help but cry red tears,  

Whilst the other found he shifted from his space,  

Involuntarily into a different, strange purview,  

Where the crabs and trees walked gradually towards him,  

Allowing not a drop of milk or honey.  

 

TRIO  

Nothing can be, of truth here,  

Depending on who is listening,  

Or on whoever is thinking about  

What is true or not.  

There is a certain ambiguity  



Between truth and falsity,  

Certainty turns doubly around:  

Who is hysterical, obsessive?  

He or she who pronounces on truth,  

Or they who like the results,  

What power has one who can accuse  

Another human being as controlling?  

 

JOROPO (MUSICA LLANERA)  

Wild music raging through the night  

Girls kissing and dancing in delight  

Vast skies fading out of sight  

Pink red blue bleeding with its light  

I will build a beautiful house  

From where I can grasp the stars  

A crazy horse will bring my man to me  

Vaquero with duende will carry me high  

Jubilation! Music raises the soul to heaven;  

Subtle, emotional, fiery flight;  

Bandola, Furruco, Arpa, Cuatro,  

Sending rainbows of sound into the air  

Galloping on horse across the vast llanos  

Pretty girls swirling their skirts as they dance  

Cracking, clicking, banging sounds of the Cuatro  

Streaming, streaking wind through the vaquero´s face  

MOZART  



Absolute, complete Genius,  

Lost, in his way, as I.  

What is there to be not lost from?  

What is not to be lost?  

 

OUR LIVES ARE AN EYEBLINK  

Our lives are an eyeblink  

In time, of the Universe and of Human History.  

During this blink we feel fear, depression,  

And anxiety, in gazes into the Abyss;  

And then we know again Hope, Love, and acceptance of Death.  

You cannot change the past, nor the nature  

Of Reality, nor your mistakes or misfortunes hitting you with slings and arrows.  

You either end Now, or you go on to the End.  

 

THE ETERNAL NOW  

When the moments aggregate into Now,-  

The Eternal meeting of Love, in Life;  

The dusk is beautiful, the last light  

Of sun through night-clouds empties the sky,  

And the mountains and forests take over the darkness,   

And the time to hug and kiss has come.  


